

Albert, John OCSO. “Mind Guards Against the White Knight: Thomas Merton and Bob Dylan.” 9:3 (1984) 4-10


“Merton’s Life as ‘Monastic Narrative.’” 15:4 (1990) 10-16


“Sermon Preached on Sunday 12th December in St. Lawrence’s Church, Winchester, England.” 19:1 (1994) 18-20


**AUSTIN, MARY.** “Living Beings Call Us to Reflective Living: Mary Austin, Thomas Merton and Contemporary Nature Writers,” by Monica Weis. 17:4 (1992) 4-9


Bamberger, John Eudes OCSO.


Banet, Anthony G. “Why the Blind Lion Cries.” 7:3 (1982) 4-11


**BARTH, KARL.** “Mozart, Merton and Karl Barth,” by Carl Scovel. 16:4 (1991) 5-8
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BELLARMINE COLLEGE.
“Bellarmine College Dedicates New Merton Center.” 23:1 (1998) 3-4

Beltrán Llavador, Fernando.

BERRIGAN, DANIEL. The Writings of Daniel Berrigan (Labrie). See Reviews: Other Books


Biddle, Arthur W.


Blattner, John C., ed. Mornings with Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Merton’s Books

Bochen, Christine M.
At Home in the World (afterword Bochen). See Reviews: Merton’s Books


BONHOEFFER, DIETRICH.

Breit, Marquita E. Thomas Merton: A Comprehensive Bibliography. See Reviews: Other Books
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Buchanan, William.


Burns, Flavian OCSO.
“The Consciousness of God and His Purpose in the Life and Writings of Thomas Merton.” 4:2 (1979) 2-6
“Do This in Memory of Me’,” [homily from the First ITMS General Meeting for the Feast of Corpus Christi, Commemorating Thomas Merton, Gethsemani, 28 May 1989]. 14:3 (1989) 8-9


Burton, Patricia A.
Merton Vade Mecum. See Reviews: Other Books

Bush, George [President]. “Letter in response to letter from 180 members of ITMS, supporting nonviolent efforts to achieve freedom, justice and equality.” 15:1 (1990) 16


Callard, D.A.
“Father of the Man: An Investigation into the Roots of Thomas Merton.” 11:3 (1986) 5-8
“Pretty Good for a Woman”: The Enigmas of Evelyn Scott. See Reviews: Other Books


Carr, Anne E.
A Search for Wisdom and Spirit. See Reviews: Other Books
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CHUANG TZU.


Chura, Walt.


Collins, Patrick. Thomas Merton, Monk, Man and Mystic: A Spiritual Concert. See Reviews: Other Books


Conner, James OCSO.


Conn, Walter E. Christian Conversion. See Reviews: Other Books

Cooper, David D.

Thomas Merton and James Laughlin: Selected Letters (ed. Cooper). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
Thomas Merton’s Art of Denial. See Reviews: Other Books


Crews, Clyde F.

“Karl Rahner at Bellarmine.” 4:2 (1979) 7

Cunningham, Lawrence S.
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Cunningham, Lawrence S. (cont’d)


*A Search for Solitude* (Merton, ed. Cunningham). See Reviews: Merton’s Books

*Thomas Merton and the Monastic Vision*. See Reviews: Other Books

*Thomas Merton: Spiritual Master* (Merton, ed. Cunningham). See Reviews: Merton’s Books

Daggy, Robert E.

“Thomas Merton’s Writings in Poland” [bibliography]. 2:3 (1977) 4-5


“Thomas Merton’s Writings in German” [bibliography]. 4:2 (1979) 10-11

“Thomas Merton and Brazil.” 4:3 (1979) 2-3

“Thomas Merton’s Writings in Portuguese.” 4:3 (1979) 4-6, 15

“More Merton ‘Storeys’” [first editor’s introduction to *Seasonal*]. 5:1 (1980) 2


“Dan Walsh and Thomas Merton.” 5:2 (1980) 2


“Merton: The ‘Canadian Connection’.” 8:3 (1983) 2-3


“An Encomium for Raymond Treece; Reviews By and About Victor Kramer; and A Huzza from Michael Mott.” 10:2 (1985) 8-9


“Biographer Like Me: John Howard Griffin’s *Follow the Ecstasy*” [review]. 10:4 (1985) 6-8


“‘A Great Soul’: Owen Merton, May 14, 1887-Jan. 18, 1931.” 11:3 (1986) 2-4
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Daggy, Robert E. (cont’d)


“After the First General Meeting of the ITMS.” 14:3 (1989) 2


“Women and Merton + ITMS General Meeting Reflections.” 15:1 (1990) 2

“Thomas Merton’s 'Muse of Fire’.” 15:2 (1990) 2-3


“Merton and His Friends.” 16:3 (1991) 2-3


“Merton and the Feminine (Again!).” 17:1 (1992) 2-3

“Merton the Writer (With Some Animadversions by the Writer Himself).” 17:2 (1992) 2-3


“Discoveries and Rediscoveries Twenty-Five Years after Thomas Merton’s Death.” 19:1 (1994) 2-4

“Thomas Merton: Connections East and West more than Twenty-Five Years After his Death.” 19:2 (1994) 2-3

“A After Summer Talk of Hogs, Irises, and First Day Covers / Why not some more Merton Anniversaries, Books and Annuals?” 19:3 (1994) 3-4


“Merton, the Movies, and ‘The Image’.” 20:2 (1995) 3


“Plays about Thomas Merton: Materials on File at the Thomas Merton Center” [list of 10 plays]. 20:2 (1995) 18

“A Merton Mailbag (From Here and There).” 21:1 (1996) 3

“Creativity and a ‘4’: Thomas Merton’s Developing Style.” 21:2 (1996) 3
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Daggy, Robert E. (cont’d)
Dancing in the Water of Life (ed. Daggy). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
Monks Pond (facsimile, ed. Daggy). See Reviews: Merton’s Books


DALAI LAMA. See Merton’s Friends


de Andrade, Eduardo. “A Comment on Thomas Merton.” 4:3 (1979) 7

de Waal, Esther. A Seven Day Journey with Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books

Dear, John SJ.

Our God Is Nonviolent: Witnesses in the Struggle for Peace and Justice. See Reviews: Other Books
The Sound of Listening: A Retreat Journal from Thomas Merton’s Hermitage. See Reviews: Other Books


Del Prete, Thomas.
“The Geography of Nowhere: Living Beyond Boundaries.” Presidential Address, ITMS Sixth General Meeting at Waterloo ON. 24:3 (1999) 3-8

Thomas Merton and the Education of the Whole Person. See Reviews: Other Books
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Merton Annual 8 (ed. Downey). See Reviews: Other Books
Trappist: Living in the Land of Desire. See Reviews: Other Books


DYLAN, BOB. “Mind Guards Against the White Knight: Thomas Merton and Bob Dylan,” by John Albert OCSO. 9:3 (1984) 4-10

Eastman, Patrick. “‘Already One, Becoming What We Are’—The Way to Go.” 18:3&4 (1993) 4-5


Faggen, Robert, ed. Striving Towards Being (Merton and Milosz). See Reviews: Merton’s Books


Feiss, Hugh OSB, ed. Essential Monastic Wisdom. See Reviews: Other Books


Letters from Tom: A Selection of Letters from Merton to W.H. Ferry. See Reviews: Merton’s Books
See also Merton’s Friends

Finley, James. The Contemplative Heart. See Reviews: Other Books


The Catholic Counterculture in America 1933-1962. See Reviews: Other Books

Fisher, Jennifer. Thomas Merton: Poet, Prophet, Priest. See Reviews: Other Books
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Forest, Jim.
_Finding Your Centre: A Journey with Thomas Merton. See_ Reviews: Other Books
_Living With Wisdom: A Journey with Thomas Merton. See_ Reviews: Other Books
_Praying with Icons. See_ Reviews: Other Books

**FOX, [DOM] JAMES.**

France, Peter. _Hermits: The Insights of Solitude._ See Reviews: Other Books

Fullerton, Timothy.
“Sunday, Up at Louie’s Place: Reflections on an Epiphany.” 19:3 (1994) 18-20

Givey, David W. _The Social Thought of Thomas Merton._ See Reviews: Other Books


Grayston, Donald.
“Thomas Merton and Family Violence.” 8:3 (1983) 4-7
“Merton’s Quarrel with Kanchenjunga.” 11:2 (1986) 2-6
_Thomas Merton: The Development of a Spiritual Theologian._ See Reviews: Other Books


Griffin, John Howard. _Follow the Ecstasy._ See Reviews: Other Books
_See also_ Merton’s Friends

Grinberg, Miguel, ed. _Thomas Merton: Hermana America._ See Reviews: Merton’s Books

Grip, Robert.
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Grip, Robert (cont’d)  
“Different People, Different Levels.” Review of The Road to Joy (Merton, ed. Daggy).  
14:4 (1989) 10-12

“Pop’s Office: A Reminiscence: Interview with Helen Kelly Phares.” 16:1 (1991) 6-10


“Looking for Faith in All the Wrong Places.” Review of Running to the Mountain (Katz).  
24:2 (1999) 36-37

Groves, Gerald. Up and Down Merton’s Mountain. See Reviews: Other Books


Haase, Albert OFM. Swimming in the Sun. See Reviews: Other Books

Hailparn, Alfred B. “Thomas Merton and Alfred B. Hailparn: Two Recently Discovered Letters  
Concerning the 1937 Columbian.” 14:4 (1989) 4-5

Hall, Wade.  
10:4 (1985) 16-17

“A Discerning Essayist.” Review of Random Essays: Recollections of a Publisher (Laughlin).  
15:3 (1990) 25-26

HAMMER, VICTOR AND CAROLYN. See Merton’s Friends

HANH, THICH NHAT. See Merton’s Friends

Hart, Patrick OCSO.  
“On the Photography of Thomas Merton.” 4:1 (1979) 2


12:1 (1987) 18-19


“‘Das ist mein persönliches Gefühl’: A Conversation with Brother Patrick Hart,” by Kurt Remele  


“The Dalai Lama Descends on Gethsemani: In Memory of Thomas Merton.” 19:2 (1994) 7-9
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Hart, Patrick OCSO (cont’d)

The Intimate Merton: His Life from His Journals (ed. Hart and Montaldo).
See Reviews: Merton’s Books
The Legacy of Thomas Merton (ed. Hart). See Reviews: Other Books
The Literary Essays of Thomas Merton (ed. Hart). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
The Other Side of the Mountain (ed. Hart). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
Run to the Mountain (ed. Hart). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
The School of Charity: Letters of Thomas Merton (ed. Hart). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
Thomas Merton: First and Last Memories. See Reviews: Merton’s Books
Thomas Merton/Monk: A Monastic Tribute (new and enlarged, ed. Hart). See Reviews: Other Books

Haughton, Rosemary. “Two Questions.” Review of The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton (Mott).
10:1 (1985) 6-7

Hauser, Richard J. SJ.
Moving in the Spirit: Becoming a Contemplative in Action. See Reviews: Other Books

Healey, Charles J. SJ. Modern Spiritual Writers: Their Legacies of Prayer. See Reviews: Other Books

20:2 (1995) 24-25

Hempstead-Milton, Sheila M.
“Emblems of Birds: Birds as Symbols of Grace in Three Poems by Thomas Merton”
[Elias—Variations on a Theme; Stranger; O Sweet Irrational Worship]. 18:1 (1993) 16-24
“Some of the Treasures of a Sunday Afternoon” [family of Ruth Jenkins Merton]. 19:1 (1994) 4-6
“Merton’s Search for Paradise and his Integration of Ruth Merton, Sophia and Mary.”
21:1 (1996) 9-14

Hendrick, George, ed. Selected Letters of Mark Van Doren. See Reviews: Other Books

Henken, Ted.
“Henry David Thoreau and Thomas Merton: The Transformation of Individual Experience into


Higgins, Michael W.
“A Gentle and Gracious Critic.” Review of Thomas Merton, Monk and Artist (Kramer).
Heretic Blood: An Audiobiography (audiotape). See Reviews: Other Books
Heretic Blood: The Spiritual Geography of Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books
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Holbrook, Paul Evans. An Introduction to Victor and Carolyn Hammer. See Reviews: Other Books


HUXLEY, ALDOUS.

Imperato, Robert.

Inchausti, Robert.

INTERNATIONAL THOMAS MERTON SOCIETY (and Affiliates).
- “Do This in Memory of Me.” Homily from the ITMS First General Meeting for the Feast of Corpus Christi, Commemorating Thomas Merton, Gethsemani, 28 May 1989, by Flavian Burns OCSO. 14:3 (1989) 8-9
- “Merton’s Secret.” Homily from the ITMS First General Meeting, for the 40th Anniversary of Thomas Merton’s Ordination, Bellarmine College, 26 May 1989, by Paul J. McGuire SCJ. 14:3 (1989) 10-12
- “Musings on Mystical, Musical Merton, Maker of World Community: After the First General Meeting,” by Beverly Anne LoGrasso. 15:1 (1990) 23-25
- “Already One, Becoming What We Are’—The Way to Go” [ITMS Third General Meeting], by Patrick Eastman. 18:3&4 (1993) 4-5
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INTERNATIONAL THOMAS MERTON SOCIETY (cont’d)


“The Geography of Nowhere: Living Beyond Boundaries.” Presidential Address, ITMS Sixth General Meeting at Waterloo ON, by Thomas Del Prete. 24:3 (1999) 3-8


Kelly, Marcia and Jack.


Sanctuaries: A Guide to Lodgings in Monasteries, Abbeys and Retreats. See Reviews: Other Books

Kelly, Timothy OCSO.


Holy Folly: Short and Tall Tales from the Abbey of Gethsemani. See Reviews: Other Books

Kelty, Matthew OCSO.
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Kelty, Matthew OCSO (cont’d)
24:1 (1999) 15-17
*My Song is of Mercy: Writings of Matthew Kelty. See Reviews: Other Books*

**KEROLIC, JACK.** “The Paradox of Solitude: Jack Kerouac and Thomas Merton,” by Robert Ginn.
24:2 (1999) 18-26

Kienzle, William X. *Masquerade. See Reviews: Other Books*


Kilcourse, George A.
Interview with Fr. Alexander Schmemann, Mar. 8, 1980 [on ecumenical subjects]. 5:1 (1980) 6-10
*Ace of Freedoms: Thomas Merton’s Christ. See Reviews: Other Books*


King, John E.
“A Small Disagreement with Fr. Basil Pennington…What is Thomas Merton’s First Book?”
21:4 (1996) 7-11

King, Peter. *Dark Night Spirituality. See Reviews: Other Books*

King, Thomas M. SJ.
*Enchantments: Religion and the Power of the Word. See Reviews: Other Books*
*Merton: Mystic at the Center of America. See Reviews: Other Books*

Koch, William.
“Realized Eschatology in Merton’s *A Vow of Conversation.*” 14:1 (1989) 16-17
“Quixotic Merton.” Review of *Enchantments: Religion and the Power of the Word* (King).
15:2 (1990) 22-25
“Personal Collage of Thomas Merton.” Review of *Meditations with Merton* (Vandergrift).
19:2 (1994) 25-26
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Kocka, David OFMConv.
Kountz, Peter. Thomas Merton as Writer and Monk: A Cultural Study. See Reviews: Other Books
Kramer, Victor A.
11:2 (1986) 8-9
11:2 (1986) 8-9
15:4 (1990) 20-23
The Merton Annual 7 (ed. Kramer). See Reviews: Other Books
The Merton Annual 10 (ed. Kramer). See Reviews: Other Books
Thomas Merton. [1984 ed.] See Reviews: Other Books
Thomas Merton, Monk and Artist (rev. ed. 1988). See Reviews: Other Books
Kristoff, Donna OSU. “Of Postcards, Pilgrims, and Prayer.” Review of Praying with Icons (Forest).
23:3 (1998) 24-26
Labrie, Ross.
“Man in Motion.” Review of The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton (Mott). 10:1 (1985) 14-15
“Merton Amidst the Intellectuals.” Review of Thomas Merton’s American Prophecy (Inchausti).
The Catholic Imagination in American Literature. See Reviews: Other Books
The Writings of Daniel Berrigan. See Reviews: Other Books
Laughlin, James.
Random Essays: Recollections of a Publisher. See Reviews: Other Books
Thomas Merton and James Laughlin: Selected Letters (ed. Cooper). See Reviews: Merton’s Books
See Also Merton’s Friends
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Leax, John.  


Ledbetter, J.T.  
Gethsemani Poems. See Reviews: Other Books

Lee, Cyrus.  
“Thomas Merton’s Imitation of Chuang Tzu.” 8:1 (1983) 3-8  
Thomas Merton and Chinese Wisdom. See Reviews: Other Books


LENTFOEHR, SISTER THÉRÈSE. See Merton’s Friends


LEVERTOV, DENISE.  

Lewis, Gloria Kitto.  


Lipski, Alexander. Thomas Merton and Asia: His Quest for Utopia. See Reviews: Other Books
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LoGrasso, Beverly Anne OSU. “Musings on Mystical, Musical Merton, Maker of World Community: After the First General Meeting.” 15:1 (1990) 23-25


“Huxley’s Ends and Means Revisited.” 19:3 (1994) 7-11


Massa, Mark S. Sj. Catholics and American Culture. See Reviews: Other Books


Matthews, Melvyn. The Hidden Journey: Reflections on a Dream by Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books


McGuire, Paul J. SCJ.
“Merton’s Secret.” Homily from the ITMS First General Meeting, for the 40th anniv. of Thomas Merton’s Ordination, Bellarmine College, 26 May 1989. 14:3 (1989) 10-12
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MEATYARD, RALPH EUGENE. See Merton’s Friends

Merton’s Family.
MERTON, OWEN.
“A Great Soul’: Owen Merton. May 14, 1887—Jan. 18, 1931” [incl. obituary from Christchurch, New Zealand press], by Robert E. Daggy. 11:3 (1986) 2-4
“Father of the Man’: An Investigation into the Roots of Thomas Merton,” by D.A. Callard. 11:3 (1986) 5-8
‘Pretty Good for a Woman’: The Enigmas of Evelyn Scott (Callard). Review by Mary Jo Weaver. 11:3 (1986) 12-13
MERTON, RUTH JENKINS.
“Some of the Treasures of a Sunday Afternoon,” by Sheila M. Hempstead. 19:1 (1994) 4-6
“Merton’s Search for Paradise and his Integration of Ruth Merton, Sophia and Mary,” by Sheila M. Hempstead. 21:1 (1996) 9-14

Merton’s Footsteps: Travels, Photos, Lore.
Grip, Robert.
Ledbetter, Jack T.
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Merton’s Footsteps: Travels, Photos, Lore (cont’d)

McHargue, Tim.


Pearson, Paul M.

“Journey to Sri Lanka and Three Poems.” 15:3 (1990) 8-11
“Saint Anne’s, Soho: A Photo Essay.” 17:3 (1992) 16-17

Pennington, M. Basil OCSO. “Merton’s Bell Rings Out in Thailand.” 15:3 (1990) 13-14


Young, Gary CR. “The Thomas Merton Academy” [school named after Merton]. 16:1 (1991) 15

Merton’s Friends.


DALAI LAMA.

“The Dalai Lama Descends on Gethsemani: In Memory of Thomas Merton,” by Patrick Hart OCSO. 19:2 (1994) 7-9
The Gethsemani Encounter (fwd. by the Dalai Lama). See Reviews: Other Books

FERRY, W. H.


LAX, ROBERT.

“Conversation with Robert Lax,” by Marcia and Jack Kelly. 16:3 (1991) 4-9
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Merton’s Friends (cont’d)

LENTFOEHR, SISTER THÉRÈSE.
Words and Silence: On the Poetry of Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books


NILES, JOHN JACOB. “John Jacob Niles” [with bibliog. of Niles-Merton song cycle]. 6:1 (1981) 6-7

PASTERNAK, BORIS.

REINHARDT, AD.

ULANOV, BARRY. “Barry Ulanov: ‘I Remember Tom with Great Fondness’,” by Mitch Finley. 19:3 (1994) 5-6

VAN DOREN, MARK.
Selected Letters of Mark Van Doren (ed. Hendrick). See Reviews: Other Books

WALSH, DANIEL CLARK.
Merton and Walsh on the Person, by Robert Imperato. See Reviews: Other Books

Merton’s Works Published in Seasonal (* denotes unpublished or rare).

“Elias — Variations on a Theme” [missing page of text]. 12:2 (1987) 5-6 *

Journal Entries:

Run to the Mountain: Four More Journal Entries: July 13, 1940, Olean; July 23, 1941, St. Bonaventure; November 9, 1941; November 17, 1941. 20:4 (1995) 4-8

Juvenilia:

“The Haunted Castle (1929).” 19:1 (1994) 7-10 *
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Merton’s Works Published in Seasonal cont’d (* denotes unpublished or rare).

Letters
Letter to Nicholas Katzenbach. 11:1 (1986) 6 *
Letter to John Magner, Jr. 12:1 (1987) 15-17 *
Letter from Merton to C.J. Dixon, about memories of Oakham. 17:3 (1992) 6
“Another Stop on ‘The Road to Joy’: A Letter (to Sister Elizabeth Ann and her students, May 9, 1960).” 19:1 (1994) 11
“My Visits to the Secular Bookhouse.” 22:2 (1997) 3-4 *
Notebook #44 “Portuguese Notebook,” 1968. 4:3 (1979) 3,15 *

Poetry (Unpublished)
“Elias—Variations on a Theme” [missing page of text]. 12:2 (1987) 5-6 *
“The Sting of Conscience: (Letter to Graham Greene).” 12:2 (1987) 6-7 *
“Thoughts in an Airliner.” 12:2 (1987) 8-9 *

“The Root of War.” Extra paragraphs added for Catholic Worker. 10:3 (1985) 5
“Statement on Clerical Celibacy” (1967). 4:3 (1979) 8 *
“Statement on behalf of Joseph F. Mulloy, draft resister.” 11:1 (1986) 6 *

Merton’s Works, as Subject of Essays.
Eighteen Poems.
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Merton’s Works, as Subject of Essays (cont’d)

Elias—Variations on a Theme.
[missing page of text], in “Sunken Islands: Two and One-Fifth Unpublished Merton Poems,” by Patrick F. O’Connell. 12:2 (1987) 4-9


The Geography of Lograire.


German Translations. “Thomas Merton’s Writings in German [a Bibliography],” by Robert E. Daggy. 4:2 (1979) 10-11

Grace’s House.


New Seeds of Contemplation.


Portuguese Translations. “Thomas Merton’s Writings in Portuguese,” by Robert E. Daggy. 4:3 (1979) 4-6,15
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Merton’s Works, as Subject of Essays (cont’d)
The Seven Storey Mountain.
The Tears of the Blind Lions. Why the Blind Lion Cries, by Anthony G. Banet. 7:3 (1982) 4-11
The Seven Storey Mountain Still Going Strong after Fifty Years, by Patrick F. O’Connell. 12:2 (1987) 4-9
The Tears of the Blind Lions. “Why the Blind Lion Cries,” by Anthony G. Banet. 7:3 (1982) 4-11
The Way of Chuang Tzu.
“Thomas Merton’s Imitation of Chuang Tzu,” by Cyrus Lee. 8:1 (1983) 3-8

Mitchell, Donald W., ed. The Gethsemani Encounter. See Reviews: Other Books
Moe, Rusty C.
“Pants, Breath and the General Dance: Thomas Merton’s Ordinary Grace.” 14:3 (1989) 14-17
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Montaldo, Jonathan.


*The Intimate Merton: His Life from His Journals* (ed. Hart and Montaldo). See Reviews: Merton’s Books

Mott, Michael.

“Letter to summer Elderhostel participants at Bellarmine College.” 10:2 (1985) 9

*The Seven Mountains of Thomas Merton*. See Reviews: Other Books

*MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS.* “Mozart, Merton and Karl Barth,” by Carl Scovel. 16:4 (1991) 5-8

Mulhearn, Timothy, ed. *Getting it All Together*. See Reviews: Other Books

Murray, Mary.


“The Waters of Siloe as Literature: Thomas Merton Glad to be at Home in the Cistercian Order.” 21:2 (1996) 4-7


*NILES, JOHN JACOB*. See Merton’s Friends


Norris, Kathleen.


*Dakota: A Spiritual Geography*. See Reviews: Other Books


Nouwen, Henri J.M.


*NOUWEN, HENRI J.M.*


O’Connell, Patrick F.
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“Thirty Poems after Fifty Years.” 19:3 (1994) 13-17
“Remembering Lorca: Merton’s Tribute to a Poetic Master.” 15:3 (1990) 20-28


PASTERNAK, BORIS. See Merton’s Friends


Pax Christi, USA. “Merton’s Words in China” [reprint from Pax Christi USA Vol. 4:4]. 15:3 (1990) 12
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Pearson, Paul M. (cont’d)
“Journey to Sri Lanka and Three Poems.” 15:3 (1990) 8-11
“Saint Anne’s, Soho: A Photo Essay.” 17:3 (1992) 16-17

Pennington, M. Basil OCSO.
“Gift of Rare Value.” Review of Merton: A Film Biography, TV documentary by Paul Wilkes. 9:2 (1984) 2-3
“The Merton Collection at Boston College.” 11:1 (1986) 8-10
“Merton’s Bell Rings Out in Thailand.” 15:3 (1990) 13-14
Getting it All Together: The Heritage of Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books
A Retreat with Thomas Merton. See Reviews: Other Books
Thomas Merton, Brother Monk. See Reviews: Other Books
Thomas Merton, My Brother. See Reviews: Other Books
Toward an Integrated Humanity: Thomas Merton’s Journey. See Reviews: Other Books

Perata, David D. The Orchards of Perseverance: Conversations with Trappist Monks about God, Their Lives, and the World. See Reviews: Other Books


Plante, Guerric OCSO. Holy Folly: Short and Tall Tales from the Abbey of Gethsemani. See Reviews: Other Books

Porter, J.S.
“Thomas Merton in Las Vegas.” 16:3 (1991) 9
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Porter, J.S. (cont’d)
*The Thomas Merton Poems: A Caravan of Poems.* See Reviews: Other Books


Powaski, Ronald E. *Thomas Merton on Nuclear Weapons.* See Reviews: Other Books

Quenon, Paul OCSO.
“More Geography from Lograire: Written from Merton’s Hermitage.” 10:2 (1985) 7
*Holy Folly: Short and Tall Tales from the Abbey of Gethsemani.* See Reviews: Other Books


RAHNER, KARL.
“Karl Rahner at Bellarmine,” by Clyde F. Crews. 4:2 (1979) 7
“Fr. Rahner’s Remarks at Gethsemani” [conversation through translator]. 4:2 (1979) 8-9

Ramon, Brother SSF. *Soul Friends: A Journey with Thomas Merton.* See Reviews: Other Books


REINHARDT, AD. See Merton’s Friends


Reviews: Merton’s Books.
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Reviews: Merton’s Books (cont’d)


_Thomas Merton and James Laughlin: Selected Letters_, ed. David D. Cooper.

- Review by Lawrence S. Cunningham. 20:2 (1995) 21

- Review by Jodi Patterson OCD. 14:3 (1989) 18-20

- Review by Barbara Sonnenberg. 16:1 (1991) 21

_Thomas Merton: Spiritual Master – The Essential Writings_, ed. and introd. Lawrence S. Cunningham.

_Thoughts on the East_, introd. George Woodcock.

_Turning Toward the World: The Pivotal Years. The Journals of Thomas Merton_, vol. 4, 1960-64,


_Woods, Shore, Desert, A Notebook 1968_.
- Review by David D. Cooper. 8:2 (1983) 4-7

**Reviews: Other Books.**

_The Abbey of Gethsemani: Place of Peace and Paradox_, by Dianne Aprile.
- Review by Frank X. Tuoti. 24:3 (1999) 32-34

_Ace of Freedoms: Thomas Merton’s Christ_, by George Kilcourse.

_Beyond the Walls: Monastic Wisdom for Everyday Living_, by Paul Wilkes.

- Review by John Dear SJ. 15:2 (1990) 18-20

_The Catholic Imagination in American Literature_, by Ross Labrie.
- Review by Robert Hill. 22:3 (1997) 27-29

_Catholics and American Culture: Fulton Sheen, Dorothy Day and the Notre Dame Football Team_, by Mark S. Massa SJ.

_Christian Conversion: A Developmental Interpretation of Autonomy and Surrender_, by Walter E. Conn.

- Review by Francis L. Fennell. 25:3 (2000) 31-33

_A Companion to Prayer_, sung by the Univ. of Notre Dame Folk Choir and the Monastic Schola of Gethsemani Abbey (cassette tape).
- Review by Patrick Hart OCSO. 16:3 (1991) 25-26
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